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Satmonitor is a user-friendly Web Platform developed 
by Italspazio that provides realtime VSAT Monitoring 
that grants the enduser a comprehensive overview over 
connected assets. 

The platform is optimized for cross-platform and can be 
accessed from tablet, smartphone and desktop. The 
scope of the platform is to provide live tracking solu-
tions for either fixed or mobile stations. 

The tracking is visually represented by color-coded 
markers displayed on geographical mapping software 
powered by Google. 

Additionally, the platform has also been designed to 
integrate essential services such as real-time remote 
sensing (Weather reports) and technical satellite data 
(Coverage, Latency & IP Traffic data) for control and 
security purposes

VSAT & MARITIME SERVICES
Italspazio provides Satellite Internet Connectivity Servi-
ces. Collaboration with different satellite operators 
(RSCC, Gazprom, etc.) and Teleport (Sielte, Milano, Tele-
port, Signal Horn, etc.), provides bundle VSAT services 
on different platform and on different satellite.

TYPE OF SERVICE
Italspazio offers a wide range of maritime service. The 
coverage is obtained trough a selected fleet of satellites 
that allow an extended coverage from Europe to the 
Caribbean. The maritime services are conducted from 
fixed satellite antennas used to track the revelant satel-
lites trough a dedicated bandwidth.

Italspazio offers high quality services and solutions at 
competitive prices. Some of many services include: 
Internet connectivity, VPN access, VoIPbased services 
and vessel tracking. Access to these services can be 
offered trough either a shared or guaranteed bandwidth.
Upon request, Italspazio may also seek to accommoda-
te personalized requests from the customerif specific 
coverage, bandwidth or equipment is required. 

TYPE OF SATELLITE
AM44 (RSCC) @11°W for Ku Band services in Europe
Yamal 402 (Gazprom) @55°E for Ku Band services in 
Europe and Africa
Arabsat 5C (Arabsat) @20°E for C Band service in Africa
Hylas 2/4 (Avanti) @33°E for Ka Band services in Europa 
and Africa

The above satellites allow for a wide coverage and rhe 
ability to reach those countries whose infrastructures is 
underdeveloped.
Coverage is especially necessary in those rural areas 
with a high presence of solar parks as they require con-
stant monitoring for security and maintenance aims.
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SATMONITOR MAIN FEATURES

REMOTE SENSING
Real-Time display of 

global climatic conditions 
for both land and sea

LIVE TRACKING
Accurate Live Tracking 

solutions for wither 
Mobile or Fixed stations

CROSS-PLATFORM
Multi-Device platform 
access (Tablet/Smar

tphone/Desktop Support)

SIMPLE SETUP
The Satmonitor Platform 

only requires a SNMP 
compatible device for a 

quick installation

SUB-LICENSING
Upon request the Satmo
nitor platform may be 

bought in a package with 
sub-licensing

24/7 NOC SUPPORT
Optional 24/7 NOC 

Support for live tracking 
solutions


